
LINE EXTENSION NIKE

I've chosen Nike Roshe running shoes as a brand line for which I'll be creating an extension. The aim is to create a new
style of weave.

Too broad varieties of product categories run under same brand can frustrate consumers in thinking which
variations of products that actually fit to their perceptions. It is the strategy to bring new products and services
in market faster than ever. This original and grand perception of parent brand is critical and need to be
transferred correctly to new products. For instance, if a soft drink manufacturer unveils a line of juices or
bottled water products under its company name, this would constitute an example of brand extension. The
boots and shoes we build are made with the same commitment". Line extension and brand extension address
the marketing of commercial goods. History of company began in when a University of Oregon accounting
student who also a runner for the campus, Phil Knight, started to import Onitsuka Tiger sport shoes from
Japan. For instance, assume Nike plans to extend its brand name by introducing a new product extension in
personal computer category. There are some factors that lead to brand dilution. Ahead of time, Nike was
already running in diverse product categories of athletic shoes, watches and apparel. For instance, Cadbury
may experience brand dilution by loosing its strong identity of chocolate and candy bar by running a number
of different categories like mashed potatoes, Budi Utama Managing director of Bloomhead mail bloomhead.
For Virgin, one mistake of product can dilute entire brand portfolio. Challenging point of value created to
retailers deal with offering broad variety of products with constrained space they have. In short, line extension
adds variety to its existing product for the sake of reaching a more diverse customer base and enticing existing
customers with new options. Nike, adopted after the Greek goddess of victor, was chosen replace previous
name and a graduate student named Carolyn Davidson designed the swoosh logo. Within 10 years of business
operations, company was gaining growing market share that soon affect to the modifications of corporate
name and brand logo. He envisioned conquering domination of German manufacturers which controlled U.
The brand refers to the recognized product or company name such as Kraft, Pepsi or Apple. A brand extension
can increase profits by allowing manufacturers to tap into new markets and offer increased diversity in their
inventory. The success of prior two products stimulated Bic to enter another entirely different product
category by launching perfume.


